INTRODUCTION
In the modelling of temperature field of welding processes it is generally assumed single-distributed heat source model, reflecting the direct impact of the electric arc on the surfaced object. This approach is found in the description of the temperature field during welding and submerged arc surfacing using analytical and numerical methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The shape of the fusion lines during surfacing by welding often exhibit shape irregularity that is difficult to restore by means of the description of the temperature field obtained by using analytical method and the single-distributed heat source model.
EXPERIMENTS
The attempts were taken to submerged arc surfacing square plate measuring 200 mm x 200 mm and thickness of 30 mm, made of steel S355J2G3, with the following parameters: U = 30 V, I = 400 A and v = 0.5 m/min. The photograph of a metallographic microsection in the middle cross section is shown in Fig. 1 . Dimensions of the weld: height of the weld reinforcement -2.5 mm, width oh the weld -18 mm, depth of fusion in the weld axis -3.4 mm. 
MODEL OF TEMPERATURE FIELD
The part of the heat generated by the electric arc is consumed to heat and melt the electrode or the additional material, and then transferred by the cooling weld material to the surfaced object. This gives a justification for the division of the heat generated by an electric arc. The proposed model assumes physically one heat source -an electric arc, and the heat transfer to the surfaced object is divided into the heat transferred directly through the electric arc and through molten electrode material in the form of drops, that under the influence of electromagnetic forces are detached and transferred to the forming weld. The proposed solution of temperature field is summing temperature fields caused by the heat of direct impact of an electric arc and the heat transferred to the surfaced object through the molten electrode material. It was assumed that the volume of the weld reinforcement and the heat accumulated there are approximately equal the volume of molten electrode wire and the amount of the heat consumed for melting the electrode. This allows the formulation of the temperature field in the form:
where: T a (x,y,z,t) -temperature field caused by the heat of direct impact of an electric arc, T w (x,y,z,t) -temperature field caused by the heat of the weld reinforcement (consumed to melt the electrode). The shape of the weld face is determined mainly by the forces of surface tension. On the basis of experimental research Hrabe and others [10] have proposed a parabolic shape of the face. Lower limit of the imposed metal is defined by the surface shape Figure 2 Geometry of weld, where: hw is the height of the weld (weld reinforcement -the part of the weld above the surface of the surfaced material), dp is the depth of material thickness loss (e.g. depth of wear zone), and ∆l results from considering the volume of material supplied from the electrode Figure 3 Gaussian distribution of heat source
Analytical description of the temperature field caused by the direct impact of the electric arc with Gaussian heat distribution ( Fig. 3 ) is shown in [11] , whereas considering the heat stored in the liquid metal imposed on the surface is presented in [12] . For accepted scheme of the single-pass surfacing (Fig. 4) , − for time t ≤ tc , where tc is the total time of making of the weld (2): (3) where (4), (5), (6) - (20): The total amount of the heat q v contained in the material of melted electrode is presented by formula [13] :
where:
∆q solid -the heat required to heat the electrode from the initial temperature to the melting point, ∆q f -the heat used to melt the electrode (heat of fusion), ∆q liquid -the heat used to heat melted material to the temperature, where drop of metal falls onto the surface of the surfaced object. The initial value of the outputted from the welding head electrode temperature is determined on the 100 0 C. Accordingly: The volume of the weld imposed at time ∆t is defined by (25): (24) where: A n is the cross sectional area of the weld and v is the surfacing velocity. The volume of the wire electrode melted at the same time is (25):
(25) where: A e , d, v e are, respectively, cross sectional area, the electrode wire diameter and feed speed. Since the volume of imposed material of the weld (24) is equal to the quantity of molten material of the electrode (25):
(27) that is: (Fig. 5) , 0.5 s after (Fig. 6) and 1 s after (Fig. 7) transition of electrode and application of weld respectively. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION OF RESEARCH
Consideration of the heat of the molten metal in the descriptions of the temperature field in the surfacing processes allows the reproduction of the shapes and dimensions of the fusion lines formed in surfacing practice. The direction for further research is to analyze the correlation between the parameters of the heat source model and technological parameters of the process and their impact on the temperature distribution (dimensions and shapes of the fusion lines and also the heat affected zones) as well as the kinetics of phase transformation.
